EXECUTIVE ORDER
NO. 1-69

WHEREAS, under Section 4-105 of the Philadelphia Home Rule Charter the Mayor is charged with promoting and developing the prosperity and social well-being of the people of Philadelphia, and

WHEREAS, the social well-being, health and welfare of the people are closely related to their physical environment, and

WHEREAS, the physical environment of portions of the City is in need of special intensified municipal services in order to eliminate conditions of uncleanliness which are a serious hazard to the people thereof, which conditions have been caused or aggravated by recent unusual rainy weather conditions, said services including, inter alia, street cleaning, sewer inlet cleaning, and trash removal, and

WHEREAS, the ordinary municipal services in the areas involved are not sufficient to handle the temporary, intensified cleaning program required,
NO.: this 14th day of August, 1969, as Mayor of the City of Philadelphia, I hereby declare that an emergency exists with respect to certain areas of the City requiring a period of intensified municipal services to extend from August 18, 1969 through August 30, 1969. In order to meet this emergency, vacation and leaves of appropriate personnel, to be determined by the Managing Director, shall be cancelled. Moreover, the appropriate departments, as designated by the Managing Director, when necessary, shall be empowered to make emergency appointments in accordance with Section 12.03 of the Philadelphia Civil Service Regulations.

JAMES H. J. TATE
Mayor